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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The focus of this paper is two-fold. First to evaluate a course in child care treatment, and, second, while doing so, to trace the evolution of child care as a profession. The course being evaluated here was not an isolated event. It was a small part of a national movement to upgrade child care and the child care worker. This is a young, upcoming profession in its developmental stages. Consequently, many of the issues and training methods presented here will be improved and become more sophisticated by the time this paper is printed.

At the same time there is a need to keep interested persons informed and knowledgeable about the state of the art. It is for this reason that the evaluation of this particular course, a microcosm in the world of child care, has been presented in the context of the overall picture. It is also important to keep in mind that because of the dynamic nature of the child care field, this report is, in effect, a snapshot in time. It should be viewed in these terms. It is hoped that this contribution will serve as an appetizer to a very exciting field of professional accomplishment.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Polemics of Professionalization

Recent literature emphasizes the emergence of the child care worker as a new professional in the mental health community. The role of the child care worker is discussed as a difficult one (Birnbach 1973) requiring a great deal of skill and self-discipline. The child care worker has historically been considered a subordinate member of the child mental health team. However, because he functions as a parent model or substitute (Rieger, 1974, Katz, 1970, Alder, 1973), providing for the child's maternal as well as instructional and therapeutic needs (Larsen, 1973, Barnes and Kelman, 1974) he is in a vital position in the treatment process. He consequently needs improved skills as he evolves from a custodial to a treatment person (Gordetsky, 1974, Rozentals, et.al., 1974, Conningham, 1975, Toigo, 1975)

Goocher (1971) recognizes a dichotomy between the child care workers and therapists in treatment settings and emphasizes the need to expand the child care worker's role in the treatment process. Because he is part of the child's environment and shares the child's daily experiences, he is in the best and most informed position among the treatment team members and can exert the greatest therapeutic impact on the child.

This idea is supported by Portnoy, Billier and Davids (1972) who have stated that the child care worker has the
most potential to produce therapeutic gains and may well be the most powerful figure in residential treatment. This is due to the fact that in "milieu therapy" the thrust of treatment is in the child's everyday experiences rather than individual therapy. Beker (1975) concurs, stating that it is the child care worker who orchestrates and coordinates all of the resources available to the child, enabling him to experience these as an integrated whole in the service of his development. Moreover, the report of the Standards Committee of the Washington Conference of Child Caring Institutions (Foster, 1973) defined the child care worker as the person responsible for the child's daily care and living experiences, and Maier (1971) proposes that the child care worker needs to be a partner in the implementation of the total organizational program.

While examining the notion of the child care worker as a professional Beker (1973) goes on to state the necessity for a wholistic approach to child care. This means that professional child care workers need expertise with normal children as well as disturbed children and competence in a variety of settings. He states:

This is somewhat analogous to the Social Work field, where group work is largely oriented toward enhancing the growth and functioning of "normal" clients and provides a different perspective from that of casework, which typically deals with people's problems.

The idea of a child care professional is also likened by Beker (1973, 1973a) and Barnes & Kelman, (1974) to the
European "Educateur"; the name given to a recognized child care profession which includes specialized training, a distinct career ladder and a respected position in their professional community.

The "state of the art" in the United States is, given this comparison, somewhat retarded. However, there is evidence to suggest that we are headed in a similar direction for example, Bayduss, et.al. (1972), report on the success of an experiment where child care workers replaced psychologists in testing and other diagnostic procedures. In another case in point Ziegler (1972), Foster (1972), Klein & Weathersby (1973), Toigo (1975) have reported on the Child Development associate, a new professional created by the U.S. Office of Child Development in 1972. The creation of this position was aimed at alleviating the shortage of qualified personnel in "Head Start" and day care settings. Not everyone is in agreement concerning the need for and method of professionalization. Whittaker (1974) maintains that child care expertise can be included in existing disciplines such as social work. English (1977) in his survey of recent literature reports on this and other controversies. He and Whittaker (1973) conclude that it is the responsibility of child care workers, their supervisors and board members, and state and federal legislators to decide on these issues.

Rieger and Devries (1974) maintain that the treatment
of children is sufficiently different from adults to create the need for a new professional equipped with unique skills. Reiger (1974) further suggests that current practice in the treatment of mentally ill children is a waste of time and money, citing the level and quality of training of the care givers as an important reason. The expanding body of child care knowledge (Reiger and Devries, 1977), the large numbers of children in need of care, and the lack of professional personnel qualified to treat and care for them gives rise to the justification for the creation of a new professional, named by Reiger (1974) the "Child Mental Health Specialist." The notion that child disturbances are becoming more complex and more difficult to deal with is supported by Redl (in Vanderven 1975) and Weintrob (1974) and the need for professionalization and/or improved training of the child care worker is also frequently supported (e.g. Maier, 1971, Hughes, 1973, Rieger & Devries, 1977, et. al.)

Training the Child Care Worker

Foster (1973a) reporting on the dissatisfaction of the New York Association of Child Care Workers over child caring standards states:

It seems evident that the lack of specific, professional requirements for supervisory and line child care personnel reflects in part the relative lack of professional identity and training in the field.

Peters, et. al. (1974) maintains that certification of child care workers and training are inseparable concerns and that
child care personnel:  

...constitute a coherent unit of the human services work force rather than a loose connection of separate units with disparate training and qualifications.

Hughes (1973) while discussing the issue of a need for a viable career ladder for child care workers states that "higher" positions require that the care givers have more education, training and experience and further maintains that "horizontal" movement is necessary and may be achieved by creating specializations as part of training.  

In a survey of existing child care training courses, Beker (1973) queried providers of training about their needs. Communication and coordination among training programs and articulation of training with standards of practice were the two most frequent responses. In this context, literature about the evolution of the "Child Development Associate" by the federal government (Ziegler, 1972 and Foster, 1972) point out that it is in the realm of training that this new professional is most unique. Throughout the literature, regardless of other issues, such as how professionalization may be achieved or how the child care worker relates to the treatment team, improved training of child care personnel is blatantly consistent.  

The uniqueness of the child care worker's role, function and position in the treatment setting make him different from other student populations. Katz (1975) maintains that the educational needs of child development per-
sonnel are related to their learning histories and life styles which are significantly different from traditional students served by universities and colleges. Peters, et. al. (1974) and Vandivier (1975) support this notion, asserting that training programs must be relevant to the trainees involved, be flexible enough to accommodate their individual differences, experiences, style, learning rate, objectives, and be committed to emphasizing practical information and flexibility.

It is also evident that a fresh approach to training is not only needed but is in the process of being developed. Cordori and Cowles (1971), while reporting on their experience with training child care workers at the University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine, explained that typical academic measures and experience with children were unrelated to performance ratings by faculty or field supervisors. Ziegler (1972) and Foster,(1972) are adamant about the notion that credentials for the new "Child Development Associate" be based on demonstrated competency rather than completion of courses or acquisition of credit hours. Swift (in Vanderven 1975) maintains that training must provide more than facts and theories. Child care personnel must learn to respond effectively and, consequentially, training must impart value in and facilitate a sense of individual worth, professionalism and personal growth.

Rieger (1974) asserts that:
One cannot treat mentally ill children by untrained or inadequately trained personnel, or by people who have been trained in the care and treatment of only adult mentally ill patients.

Rieger and Devries (1974, 1974a) have cited the need and demonstrated the feasibility of training child care specialists, on various levels (A.A., B.A., M.A.) using a clinical and integrated academic approach. In his keynote address at the first graduation of masters level students in child care, at California's Camarillo State Hospital, Rieger (1973) emphasized the fact that this was the first time graduates had been wholly trained and educated in a clinical setting, by clinically oriented, experienced and active members of an interdisciplinary team.

Training Child Care Workers in Oregon

Responding in part to the dearth of available training for child care personnel in Oregon, Ray and Lin Peterson, both child care practitioners and Michael Ebner, a clinical psychologist undertook the creation and delivery of a course of study targeted to the specific requirements and peculiarities of child care workers. They piloted the course in 1972. It was originally conceptualized as a series of courses delivered by Ray Peterson and Michael Ebner. In 1973 Lin Peterson joined the instructional team and the concept of a team of three instructors delivering a single course, as opposed to separately delivering a series of courses was established.
Also by 1973 the "Child Care Treatment and Assessment" course had evolved into a twelve credit training package, delivered by the instructional team as a group over three academic quarters and culminating in a one year certificate of accomplishment in child care from the School of Social Work, Division of Continuing Education at Portland State University. By 1974 the course had evolved into an eight hour per day workshop format meeting on alternate weekends. By 1976 the instructors had begun to experiment with the notion of meeting on two continuous days on alternate weekends. This format was well received and in 1976 the instructors were awarded a federal grant to provide a concentrated course series over the summer.

In 1977 it was argued that child care workers in central and eastern Oregon faced the problems of having no local training available and were located too far away from Portland to participate in the regularly scheduled child care treatment and assessment course. Another special summer version was funded on this basis and its evaluation is the subject of this paper. It was delivered at The Dalles, Oregon over a four month period and employed the two-day workshop format. The training was made available to twenty five persons involved in various child care settings in central and eastern Oregon.
CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

The Child Care Treatment and assessment course is designed to provide training for child care practitioners in order to expand their knowledge and skill base, enhance their competence and job performance, encourage professional growth and upgrade the level of care provided to children from professional care givers. A variety of programs were represented by the participants. Individuals from five residential, two secure residential, three day treatment, five day care (one of these worked with adults as a trainer) and five pre-school settings were involved. Their tenure as child care practitioners ranged from one to twenty years with a mean of seven years.

The instructional philosophy adopted for delivery of the course are described by Knowles (1970) and Jenkins (1951). They parallel the contentions made in the child care literature concerning the need to provide child care personnel with uniquely developed training. They assert that adults differ significantly over how children learn and must, consequently, be educated differently. In order to successfully educate adults they must be respected as co-learners with the instructors and their independence, maturity, background of knowledge and experience, motivation for participating in the learning experience and resistance to change must also be respected.
The instructional method also placed a great deal of emphasis on modeling and role play techniques. Studies (Goldstein, 1973) have demonstrated the usefulness of modeling procedures to facilitate attraction to therapists and promote vicarious learning. Role play enhancers augment the amount of attitude change determined by the role plays. The importance of attitude was demonstrated by Drew (1973). While training low income mothers as child care aids he discovered that attitude change was the most significant aspect in improving the quality of care the mothers were able to give. The course instructors have incorporated these role play techniques by using themselves and the participants as behavioral models.

Evaluation Procedures

Three evaluation instruments were used to measure the impact of the course. The first instrument sought to reflect the participant centered orientation of the training method along with demographic information. The participants were asked to establish their own level of expected achievement as a result of taking the course. They were asked to identify their achievement expectations on a four point scale ranging from the worst to the best possible outcome. They were also asked to identify their expectations of instructor performance, also on a four point scale ranging from the worst to the best possible outcome.
This questionnaire was administered to the participants during the first half of the first class. The questionnaire was re-distributed during the last half of the last class along with the second instrument. They were asked to identify which of the four levels of self achievement expectations and which of the four levels of trainer expectations they considered as having been met. They were also asked to explain why they had arrived at their conclusions. The third evaluation instrument was also administered at this time.

The third instrument sought to measure various criteria identified as valued training ingredients in the child care literature and was based on participants' self report. It contained one (number one) question about personal growth, two questions (number two and three) dealt with competency, two questions (number four and six) with information, one question (number five) with attitude and one question (number seven) with professionalism. There was also one question (number eight) which asked for participant satisfaction of the course. All questions were rated on a forced choice five point scale and each point on each scale was specifically defined. Participants were also provided with the opportunity to comment further on each question. Copies of the questionnaires can be found in the appendix.

The evaluation was conducted by this researcher.
under the auspices of the Regional Research Institute for Human Services at Portland State University and edited by one of its staff.
CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

General Reactions

Twenty of the twenty-one participants responded to an open-ended question which asked them to list comments, or suggestions, about the course. Five persons mentioned feeling rushed or overloaded by all of the material presented. This was the major negative criticism. All of the participants who responded stated some variation of feeling satisfied with the outcome and having benefited both professionally and personally by the experience. The following statements are quoted from participants questionnaires:

   Everything served a purpose - even the least useful created growth.

   ...I found the material presented valuable and informative, new, refreshing and well thought out and delivered. I wish I could have spent more time on it.

   ...could (idealistcally) expand to a degree program.

   I appreciated the informal structure with room for flexibility.

   I feel this course is one that all child care workers should experience.

   I would lengthen it. I've gotten a fortune, I want all the wealth.

SELF ACHIEVEMENT AND TEACHER EXPECTATIONS

The participants were asked to identify four levels of outcomes (from worst to best) by which they might rate
the achievement of their goals during the course and at the end of the course they were asked to decide whether they had "underachieved", a "better than reasonable achievement", or "extraordinary achievement."

One participant stated he had "underachieved", five stated they had "reasonably achieved", twelve stated they had "better than reasonably achieved", and three stated they had "extraordinarily achieved" in relation to their goals.

The participant who felt he had "underachieved" explained that this was "due to events in my life" and was willing to make time after the course to meet the notebook requirement" . . . according to my satisfaction."

Of the participants who felt they had "reasonably achieved", one felt he still has to sort some information out and one felt encumbered because he had heard some of the material elsewhere. The fifteen remaining participants felt that their achievement goals had been exceeded.

The most consistent component of this evaluation was in the area of teacher performance for which a similar scaling procedure was used. The participants unanimously agreed that the instructors' performance had been either "better than reasonable" or "extraordinary" and had in some way exceeded their best expectations. One participant, who's comment was highly representative, stated:

I can't believe they covered as much as they did, worked as hard as they did and still maintained a positive feeling toward the class and just being there.
COURSE IMPACT

The participants were asked to answer eight questions related to how the course impacted on them personally, on their job performance and on their professional outlook. All course impact questions were self ratings made on a five point scale with space for an explanatory comment. In general the responses clustered around scale point 4 (five was highest) in the following order:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Average Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Personal growth</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Work functions</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Concepts</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Orientation</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Career</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Satisfaction</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following is a detailed analysis of each course impact question:

**Personal Growth**

One of the central themes presented to the participants was the notion of the child care worker's role as a change agent in the lives of the children under their care. This idea was perpetuated in the methods used to teach the participants the particular assessment and treatment technology.
Each participant was asked to first learn the assessment techniques in the classroom lectures, demonstrations and role plays, then the participants were asked to use the assessment techniques on themselves: they were asked to assess their own behavior and target a particular piece of it to change. This was followed by a classroom series on treatment planning and implementation and the participants were again asked to practice the technology on themselves: to develop, implement and evaluate a treatment plan on their targeted behavior.

The internal consequences of this teaching technique is twofold. First the participant, in a very short period of time, internalizes and becomes proficient in using the material. The second internal consequence is that the participant experiences the same dynamic (and often stressful) change and growth experienced by the children in his care. Thus the participant, by using himself as a laboratory, masters the technology and passes through a period of dynamic growth and change in his life experience, thereby enhancing his competence as a change agent for the children in his care.

In an effort to measure this dynamic of course, participants were asked to rate the amount of personal growth they experienced as a result of taking the course. Three participants rated the question "2 - Some aspects enhanced and other aspects eroded my personal growth." Five partici-
pants rated the question "4 - Mostly growth enhancing" and thirteen participants rated the question "5 - Extremely growth producing."

Of the three low rating participants one said he felt he "grew with the people and material presented" and felt a "lack of indepth cognitive growth . . ." This person, while generally expressing high satisfaction with the material and instruction, also expressed desire for more classroom time, indicating that although the question was rated low, the aspect of the course the question had been designed to measure was in fact fulfilled. The second low rating participant stated that the eroding aspect to his personal growth was that it required great amounts of energy that he would normally expend elsewhere. The third low rating participant stated that this aspect of the course "brought on many stressful situations" and that he had a "long way to go in learning how to deal with stress."

Of the eighteen high rating participants, most made statements about the degree of freedom, safety and encouragement they felt in making personal changes. Many felt they would continue to grow and change after the class and most made statements about ways their personal growth had positively affected their growth as professional child care workers. A statement from one participant reads:

Areas of growth positively affected - intimacy, assertiveness, health problems, staff relationships, professional confidence, personal confidence, social
interactions, leadership capabilities, bringing myself together from several different places.

Work Functions and Job Performance

A requirement for membership in the course is that participants also be child care practitioners consequently it is also expected (and at times required) that the functional parts of the materials presented be immediately applied in the participants' work setting. A change in the participants' job characteristics may be a natural by-product. As the child care practitioner gains greater competence as a caregiver in the classroom and translates that competence to his work setting, the impact is likely to be an alteration, informally at first, of his on-the-line functions. It also follows that his performance on the job will be positively impacted.

The participants were asked two questions designed to measure this aspect of the course. The first question asked them to rate the amount their work functions had changed and the second question asked them to rate the amount their job performance had changed.

Five participants rated the work function question as "3 - had no impact on what is expected of me as a child care worker" and one rated the question "2 - in some ways I am being called upon to perform more complex child care tasks and in some ways I am being looked upon as a staff person with strange ideas." Ten participants rated the
question "4 - I am being looked upon as a staff person capable of performing more complex child care and treatment tasks." Three participants rated the question "5 - I am being given new job functions and/or a new position of greater responsibility as a child care worker and/or therapist." One participant did not respond.

The low rating participant went on to explain that his job did not include child care and treatment activities and that he had "... decided that I want to expand to child care treatment and assessment." Of the five participants who gave the question a neutral (3) rating, one stated that he held "a position where a lot was expected." Two stated that their own expectations had changed but their job situation had not. One stated that the changes had not yet occurred and he was hopeful it would and one declined to comment. The participant who did not respond stated he had taken the summer off and was unable to respond.

Of the fourteen high scoring participants, one had gained greater job status prior to leaving the group home. Two were in school settings and, consequently, not working during the summer, but felt the course impact would be highly positive when they returned. They generally stated they perceived themselves as having greater respect from their peers and superiors, and either had or expected to have greater job responsibilities or felt they had a good grasp of what they needed to change in their work functions.
On the job performance question, one participant rated the question "1 - I have become less effective in my work." Four rated the question "2 - Some aspects of my performance have improved and others have deteriorated." Ten participants rated the question "4 - My job performance has mostly improved in effectiveness." And six participants rated the question "5 - The course has been extremely enhancing to my job performance."

The single lowest rating participant stated that "the negative impact had to do with "personal crisis" and not with the course. Of the other three low rating participants, one stated his abilities had become sharper but "... burnout has increased." Another attributed performance deterioration to time away from work while taking the course.

Of the sixteen high rating participants, four expected greater job performance when they resume their jobs in September, one stated the material was easy to share with peers and two mentioned gaining more techniques to draw from. Generally, the high scoring participants felt more competent to perform on the job. One comment, that is similar to that made by many participants, reads: "I have learned how to help the children I love."

**Concepts, Orientation and Skill**

The course materials were presented to the partici-
pants on three different levels simultaneously. On one level, the theoretical material was presented in the traditional classroom lecture style common to most educational settings. On another level efforts were made to provide the participants with as much exposure to the child care philosophy being presented as possible and on another level, efforts were made to bring the participants to higher skill levels while validating their present knowledge base.

Participants were prepared to receive new conceptual material by attempts at creating a relaxed and comfortable environment prior by the instructor delivering the lecture material. In many cases the instructor would take the participants through a relaxation or gestalt exercise, thereby simultaneously teaching a technique while preparing the participants to receive the lecture. Similarly, they were asked to participate in an experiential exercise after each lecture designed to help them practice and internalize the material they had just encountered. This method of instruction was intended to aid the participants in absorbing vast amounts of conceptual material while increasing their skill levels immediately.

In order to measure these aspects of the course the participants were asked to state the amount their concepts about child care, orientation to child care and skill levels had changed.

Two of the participants rated the amount to which
their concepts about child care had changed as "3 - . . .
mainly a refresher of what I knew; learned a few new con­
cepts." Ten rated the question "4 - I learned a number
of new concepts." And nine rated the question "5 - . . .
opened a whole new world of concepts." Of the two neutral
respondents one stated that although his child care concepts
had not appreciably changed, they had become clearer and had
enabled him to clarify them for himself and his co-workers.
The other neutral scoring participant stated that the course
had made the concepts he had more useful and pragmatic.

The nineteen participants who felt their concepts about
child care had changed a great deal centered their comments
around the material being workable and useful to them in
their work with children. Most stated that the course had
helped them accept a variety of child care techniques, find
new perspectives, validated what they knew and/or helped
them perceive their children differently. One participant
seemed to capture the feeling of many with his comment,
"brilliant material."

The question which asked the amount to which the parti­
cipants orientation had changed drew three "2 - no change ..." responses and six "3 - I tend to view child care in a some­what different way" responses. Seven participants rated
the question "4 - The way I view child care has changed in
some significant ways. My style was significantly affected"
and four scored the question "5 - A whole new way of viewing
child care has opened up for me. I have learned to be comfortable with a whole new style."

Comments on this question ranged from the participants' feeling validated and enhanced: "My views have changed in not how I look at child care but in the different angles from which I look." to a seemingly complete metamorphosis: "I am considering a whole new approach to working with preschool age children."

Lastly participants were asked to rate the amount their skills had changed. Five responded with "3 - pretty much a validation of what I have been doing, learned a few new skills", nine responded "4 - learned a number of new useful skills and feel good about using them," and seven said "5 - I am constantly using the new skills I learned and feel more competent about child caring."

Gave me a freedom to use all my skills with a tools for expressing the "whys" of their use.

Learned some good new skills and theories and personal skills developed from information gathered.

Career

Because child care workers have a relatively high attrition rate, the course is designed to focus on the credibility and professionalization of the child care worker by helping the participants perceive their role with children in a context broader than what is often identifiable while he is working on the line. It is hoped that he will, at some time during the course, review his career
choice in the light of the new information and technology he is being exposed to.

To assess this outcome the participants were asked to measure the amount of impact the course had had on their careers as child care workers. Two participants responded that "2 - I am still uncertain about my career goals as far as child care is concerned," three said "3 - Pretty much a validation that I have chosen the right career and job", nine rated the questions as "4 - I have become significantly encouraged to continue to grow as a child care worker in my job" and seven rated the question as "5 - My commitment to child care has become solid and a way of life above and beyond my job."

Most of the comments to this question indicated that the course had validated their career decision and/or caused them to become more committed to it. A representative statement came from one of the participants in a school setting who stated: "I want to take what I've learned and use it at the grade school level and special Ed. department."

Satisfaction

The course is traditionally given throughout the academic year to students paying regular Division of Continuing Education tuition, and it is assumed that their satisfaction with the instruction and materials is what motivates them to continue to buy the service throughout
the year. The instructors and this evaluator were interested in determining the satisfaction with the course when the participants had no financial investment in it. In order to address this issue the participants were asked to rate the amount of satisfaction they had felt in terms of their willingness to pay the standard tuition fee.

One participant reported that "2 - If I had to pay tuition I would not have attended", nine responded with "3 - . . . I would still consider taking it", eight said "4 - I would definitely have taken the course, even having to pay the present tuition rate ($300-$500)" and three responded with "5 - I would have taken this course at twice the tuition rate." The responses, both written and verbal indicated that the participants were generally willing to pay for the experience but realistically were not in a financial position that enabled them to do so. The following representative comments speak for themselves:

At #5, I would be without food for two months.

Knowing what I know, this course was almost invaluable to me. Two thousand dollars would have been a bargain.

I'm glad I didn't have to pay for the course - I appreciate all good education.

I would have taken 12 units of class through P.S.U. over a 2 year period because I cannot afford $300 - $500 in one lump.
CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Child care workers are in a vital position in the life of their charges. By using their position and role effectively, they may have profound therapeutic impact. This fact, however, has been traditionally negated because child care workers have been perceived as custodial persons: glorified baby sitters, fortunately, however, this situation is changing. Child care workers are advocating for and being recognized as professional treatment people.

As child care personnel become more and more recognized as professionals, the need for them to become better trained increases. Similarly, the need to develop training programs to deal with their uniqueness becomes critical. While training courses are available (Vanderven 1976), they are still being developed. The Child Care Treatment and Assessment course, in Oregon, is one of these and the summer 1977 course is the subject of this evaluation.

The evaluation demonstrated that the course participants consistently stated they were highly satisfied with the course and the instruction. They generally felt that the course had had a positive impact on them both personally and professionally. Most felt that the experience had enhanced their ability to deliver service to the children in their care.
Negative responses were minimal and participants were often careful to explain that low ratings were in some way due to circumstances outside of the course itself. The evaluator, while administering the questionnaires observed several class hours and spoke to several participants. These observations and informal interviews confirmed the reports of the high degree of satisfaction.

It is clear that the child care treatment and assessment course is a viable contribution to child care training in Oregon as well as the child care field. It is also, however, limited in scope. Certainly a single training resource to Child Care workers in the entire state of Oregon is insufficient. Moreover, once practitioners have taken the course there is nothing more of its kind available. It seems reasonable that this course could evolve into an Associate level, Bachelors level and perhaps Masters level training in the near future. Training models are already available, such as the Child Mental Health Specialist in California, and Ray and Lin Peterson and Michael Ebner have laid the groundwork for similar training in Oregon. This evaluator recommends they expand the Child Care Treatment and Assessment course into a degree program.
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C. C. T. & A. Pre-Evaluation Code____

1) Age____ 2) Sex____ 3) Single_Married__ Other(specify)____

4) Income per month$____ 5) O.A.C.C.W. yes__ no____

6) My role in child-care (job/position)____________________

7) How long in present job/position_____________________

8) How long employed in child-care_____________________

9) Sex of children I work with_________________________

10) Age range of children I work with___________________

11) Type of facility(residential,day treatment,etc.)_______

12) How did you find out about this course_______________

13) What factors made you decide to take this course______

14) As a result of taking this course, what would you consider:
   A. an UNDER achievement for yourself________________
   B. a REASONABLE achievement for yourself_____________
   C. a BETTER THAN REASONABLE achievement for yourself__
   D. an EXTRAORDINARY achievement for yourself________

15) From the instructors of the course, what would you consider:
   A. a POOR performance___________________________
   B. a REASONABLE performance_____________________
   C. a BETTER THAN REASONABLE performance___________
   D. an EXTRAORDINARY performance_________________
During the first class you scaled your goals for the course in terms of achievement. Please indicate if you consider yourself as having: (circle one)

1. underachieved
2. reasonably achieved
3. better than reasonably achieved
4. extraordinarily achieved

Please explain: ____________________________

______________________________

______________________________

During the first class you scaled your expectations of the instructors of the course. Please indicate if you consider the instructors as having: (circle one)

1. performed poorly
2. performed reasonably
3. performed better than reasonably
4. performed extraordinarily

Please explain: ____________________________

______________________________

______________________________

NAME ____________________________ Date ________
1. Rate the amount of personal growth you experienced as a result of taking the course (circle one)

1  Destructive to my personal growth
2  Some aspects enhanced and other aspects eroded my personal growth
3  The course had no effect on my personal growth
4  The course was mostly growth enhancing
5  The course was extremely growth producing

Comments: ________________________________________________________________

2. Rate the amount your work functions have changed as a result of taking this course (circle one).

1  I am being called upon to perform less complex childcare activities and my opinion is less respected.
2  In some ways I am being called upon to perform more complex childcare tasks and in some ways I am being looked upon as a staff person with strange ideas.
3  The course had no impact on what is expected of me as a childcare worker.
4  I am being looked upon as a staff person capable of performing more complex childcare and/or treatment tasks.
5  I am being given new job functions and/or a new position of greater responsibility as a childcare worker and/or therapist.

Comments: ________________________________________________________________
3. Rate the amount your job performance has changed (circle one).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I have become less effective in my work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Some aspects of my performance have improved and others have deteriorated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The course has had no real impact on my job performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>My job performance has been mostly improved in effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The course has been extremely enhancing to my job performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: __________________________

4. Rate the amount to which your concepts about childcare have changed (circle one).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I am confused about what I knew.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I did not learn any new concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The course has been mainly a refresher of what I know; learned a few new concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I learned a number of new concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The course has opened a whole new world of concepts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: __________________________

5. Rate the amount to which your orientation to childcare has changed (circle one).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unsettled the way I view childcare in a disturbing way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No change; I view childcare the same way as before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I tend to view childcare in a somewhat different way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The way I view childcare has changed in some significant ways. &quot;My style&quot; was significantly affected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A whole new way of viewing childcare has opened up for me. I have learned to be comfortable with a whole new style.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: __________________________
6. Rate the amount to which your skills have changed (circle one).

1 Disrupted my functioning with children
2 My level of skill was not affected or changed.
3 Pretty much a validation of what I have been doing; learned a few new skills.
4 Learned a number of new useful skills and feel good about using them.
5 I am constantly using the new skills I learned and feel more competent about childcaring.

Comments: ____________________________________________________________

7. Rate the amount of impact the course has had on your career as a childcare worker (circle one).

1 I have learned that I am in the wrong field; I am leaving it.
2 I am still uncertain about my career goals as far as childcare is concerned.
3 Pretty much a validation that I have chosen the right career and job.
4 I have become significantly encouraged to continue to grow as a childcare worker in my job.
5 My commitment to childcare has become solid and a way of life above and beyond my job.

Comments: ____________________________________________________________

(3)
8. Rate the amount of satisfaction you have felt in taking the course (circle one).

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>It was a waste of time and taxpayers' money.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>If I had to pay tuition I would not have attended.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: 

9. Please list any other comments, suggestions, information. We are interested in knowing about your most useful and least useful experiences (what, why, how) and/or how you would change the course.


Thank you.

NAME ___________________ Date ___________
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